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1 Introduction
There has been an enormous research activity in the eld of statistical modelling of high-
frequency nancial data based on non-Gaussian Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) processes dur-
ing the present decade. Some of the most important contributions from the point of view
of this approach are three articles by Barndor¤-Nielsen and Shephard (2001, 2002, 2003)
(hereafter BS) and Barndor¤-Nielsen et al. (2001). Overviews of recent developments
in the eld of nancial econometrics are given in Harvey et al. (2004), Shephard et al.
(2005) and Andersen et al. (2009). Traditional likelihood-based methods are generally
not applicable to non-Gaussian stochastic volatility models, and we propose a new es-
timation method based on indirect inference (see Gourieroux et al., 1993, and Gallant
and Tauchen, 1996), and apply these methods to daily Euro/NOK and US Dollar/NOK
exchange rate data.
While the statistical properties of OU processes and implications for derivative pricing
have been examined by BS (2001) and others (e.g. Nicolato and Venardos, 2003), many
issues regarding practical implementation and estimation remain unsolved. Neither have
non-Gaussian OU processes been much tested in applications. The novelty of our approach
consists in a new use of indirect inference methods. In general, indirect inference combines
estimation of an approximative model with simulations from an underlying truedata
generating model: First, the auxiliary model is estimated on the actual data. In our case
this will be done by maximizing a Gaussian quasi-likelihood function corresponding to a
linear state space representation for returns and squared returns. Then simulations are
made from the underlying OU-model for given parameter values. For each simulation,
the quasi-likelihood function for the simulated data is maximized. The indirect inference
estimator of a parameter vector is the value of the vector in the OU-model which gives the
best matchbetween the quasi-likelihood estimator for the actual data and the quasi-
likelihood estimator for the simulated data. Our estimation method should be seen as an
alternative to the Bayesian (MCMC) approach proposed by Gri¢ n and Steel (2006) and as
complementary to pure quasi-likelihood estimation. The MCMC approach is cumbersome
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for large data sets and also relies on prior distributions for all the parameters, which makes
it less attractive to non-Bayesians than likelihood based methods. On the other hand, the
quasi-likelihood function is constructed by means of the Kalman lter by assuming that
the actual volatility process is a Gaussian latent (state) variable. Our Gaussian quasi-
likelihood treats the optimal linear predictors of returns and squared returns as if they
are conditional expectations, which they are not. We will investigate the consequences
of this simplication for statistical inference. We also provide software written as a user
friendly R-package that interfaces e¢ cient C++ code.1
The applied part of this paper analyzes exchange rate volatility, using daily data
from 1.7.1989 until 15.12.2008 for the Euro/NOK and US Dollar/NOK exchange rates.
There exists a large literature on exchange rate dynamics, especially regarding the role
of purchasing parity and uncovered interest parity. While there is some evidence that
economic fundamentals may govern the behavior of exchange rates in the very long run
(see MacDonald, 1999), it is now generally accepted that exchange rates at daily (or
intra-daily) frequencies cannot be explained by monetary economic theory. In fact, the
well-known study by Meese and Rogo¤(1983) demonstrates that a wide range of exchange
rate models based on economic fundamentals were unable to outperform a simple random
walk model. Later work in this area, however, point out that even if a random walk
is a good approximation to the conditional mean process, there is strong evidence of
heteroscedasticity in the errors, in the sense that large changes tend to be followed by
large changes, and small by small, leading to consecutive periods with high volatility
followed by periods of relative stability (see e.g. Diebold and Nerlove, 1989). Thus,
the error terms may be uncorrelated, but not independent. Generally, the modelling of
the volatility of a stochastic process, which is a second order property, is much more
di¢ cult than modelling the conditional mean (a rst order property). This topic is far
from resolved in the econometric literature.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the formal mod-
elling framework, Section 3 describes the estimation method, while Section 4 discusses
computational issues and presents the empirical application. Section 5 concludes.
1See http://folk.uio.no/skare/SV/ for software and user documentation (How to get started).
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2 Technical aspects of OU processes
Stochastic volatility models based on OU processes: In the classical contributions
to modern nancial theory, the log price or log exchange rate, y(t), is modelled as a
Brownian motion with drift:
dy(t) = dt+ dw(t),
where  is the volatility parameter,  is the drift term and w(t) is a standard Brownian
motion. Assume that the process is observed at discrete time points tn = n, for some
 > 0, and n = 1; 2; :::; N . Then, integrated returns
yn 
Z n
(n 1)
dy(t), n = 1; 2; ::; N ,
i.e., the changes in the log price over the intervals [(n   1); n], n = 1; :::; N , are
i.i.d. and distributed as N (; 2). However, there is overwhelming evidence that this
model provides a poor t to nancial returns data over small to medium time intervals
(see e.g. Jondeau et al., 2007, for an overview). Real time transaction data exhibit serious
departure from normality and homoscedasticity and cannot be considered as independent
realizations of a random variable: When is small or moderate (corresponding to minutes,
hours or days), the returns yn are heavily tailed, squared returns, y2n, are serially correlated
(volatility clustering), and the distribution of yn may be is skewed. On the other hand,
as  increases, a central limit theorem seems to be at work, so that the Gaussian model
provides a better description of long-term returns.
These stylized factshave led to numerous attempts to build empirically more sat-
isfactory models. A number of discrete time models (ARCH, GARCH and discrete-time
stochastic variance models) have been proposed (see e.g. Engle, 1982; Diebold, 1988,
Bollerslev et al., 1994; and Harvey et al., 1994). The main idea behind these models is
to assume that 2 is a random variable which changes over time, implying that the error
term in the equation for yn is mixed Gaussian.
A starting point for di¤usion-based models for stochastic volatility is the following
stochastic di¤erential equation:
dy(t) = dt+ (t)dw(t), (1)
where 2(t) (> 0) is a stochastic process, called spot volatility. In this case, ynjn 
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N (; 2n), where
2n =
Z n
(n 1)
2(t)dt (2)
is called actual volatility.
Like BS (2001, 2003), we will consider the case where 2(t) is modelled as a positive
non-Gaussian Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process:
d2(t) =  2(t)dt+ dz(t);  > 0, z(0) = 0, (3)
where z(t) is a Levy jump process with stationary, independent and positive increments
(such a process is called a subordinator). Some important features characterize this
process:
First, 2(t) moves up only by jumps in z(t), and then tails o¤ exponentially at the
rate . Thus  determines the memory of the process: a small  implies a long-memory
volatility process, while large  implies that past jumps are quickly discounted. The
parameter  also determines the rate at which jumps in volatility occurs.
Second, 2(t) has a stationary distribution which does not depend on  the latter
result is obtained by the peculiar timing z(t). If E(2(t)) =  and V ar(2(t)) = !2, it
is shown in BS (2001) that
2(n) = e 2((n  1)) + 2n, (4)
where
2n  i:i:d:
 
(1  e( )); !2(1  e( 2)) .
Thus (3) can be interpreted as a continuous time autoregressive model, where exp( )
is the autoregressive parameter in the corresponding (exact) discrete-time transition equa-
tion for 2(n).
Finally, many analytical results about the distribution and dependence structure of
integrated returns, yn, and integrated volatility, 2n, are available. For example, as tN !
1,
t 1N
NX
n=1
2n !  and t 1=2N (
NX
n=1
yn   tN) D! N (0; ). (5)
Thus, non-normality vanishes under temporal aggregation. This result also corresponds to
stylized facts about nancial returns data. A similar result holds for the popular class of
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ARCHmodels (see Diebold, 1988). However, an advantage of OU based stochastic volatil-
ity models compared to more traditional discrete-time approaches is that they generate
many closed form solutions under temporal aggregation. Moreover, because estimation
of the model at di¤erent time frequencies is just a matter of choosing a di¤erent , the
parameters of the model are (trivially) invariant under temporal aggregation. These re-
sults are important both in order to study volatility, to price derivatives and to estimate
empirical models. In contrast, if we formulate a GARCH model for a given time frequency
(e.g., daily) and then decide to estimate the model on another frequency (e.g., weekly),
the latter model is no longer a GARCH model; GARCH processes are generally not closed
under aggregation (see Drost and Nijman, 1993).
Modelling approaches: A Levy process with stationary, independent and positive
increments is characterized by the Levy measure,W , on the positive half line (see Jondeau
et al., 2007, Ch. 17). Subject to regularity conditions, W determines the cumulant
generating function k() of z(1) through the relation:
k()  ln  E e z(1) =  Z
R+

1  e x dW (x)
Furthermore, the cumulant generating function k() of 2(t) is determined from k()
through the equation:
k()  lnE(e 2(t))
=
Z 1
0
k(e s)ds:
Hence, the marginal distribution of 2(t) is fully specied given W (x). The upper tail
mass function
W+(x) =
Z 1
x
dW (u)
and its inverse
W 1(x) = inffy > 0 : W+(y)  xg,
play a large role in simulations of OU processes through the following relation (see BS,
2001): Z 
0
f(s)dz(s)
D
=
1X
i=1
W 1(ai=)f(ri), (6)
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where f() is an arbitrary function and faig and frig are two mutually independent
sequences of random variables: The ri are independently and uniformly distributed on
[0; 1] and a1 < a2 <    are arrival times of a Poisson process with intensity 1. Equation
(6) can be used to simulate realizations of z(t) and 2(t) using the recursive relations
z(n)
2(n)

=

z((n  1))
e 2((n  1))

+

1n
2n

, (7)
where 
1n
2n

D
=
" R 
0
dz(t)
e 
R 
0
etdz(t)
#
, (8)
i.e., (6) can be used to simulate realizations of the stochastic integrals appearing in (8).
Examples of two realizations of actual volatility 2n with  = 0:15 and  = 0:6, respectively,
and  = 1,  = 0:2 and !2 = 0:3 are shown in Figure 1. We see that for small , the series
jumps infrequently and then tails o¤ very slowly. In the limit when  = 0, we obtain
the constant volatility model: 2n = . On the other hand, with  = 0:6, jumps occur
frequently but tail o¤ very quickly, leading to an erratic volatility series.
A natural modelling approach is to start by choosing a parametric family for the
(marginal) distribution of 2(t): Obviously, not all distributions on the positive half line
are consistent with the OU assumption. In fact, the family of distributions which is
consistent with this assumption is the class of self-decomposable distributions on R+ (see
BS, 2001). In general, a random variable x (not necessarily restricted to R+) is self-
decomposable if, for any c 2 (0; 1), there exists a random variable xc; independent of x,
such that
x
D
= cx+ xc.
A prime example of a self-decomposable distribution is the stationary AR(1) model: xn =
xn 1 + "n, with jj < 1, x0 =
P1
s=0 
s" s, with "n i.i.d. white noise. In this case xn
has the same distribution as xn 1. As pointed out above, an OU process can be seen
as a continuous time AR(1) process. Other examples of self-decomposable distributions
on R+ are the lognormal distribution (see Bondesson, 2002, and BS, 2003), which was
advocated by Andersen et al. (2001) to model actual volatility in the context for exchange
rate data, and the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution, which contains the inverse
Gaussian, inverse 2 and Gamma distribution as special cases. If 2(t) has an inverse
Gaussian distribution, then yn is distributed as +", where 2 has an inverse Gaussian
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distribution and " has a standard normal distribution. This is known as the generalized
hyperbolic distribution. Special cases include the normal inverse Gaussian and the Student
t distribution. The former has been applied to daily Norwegian stock returns data by
Bølviken and Benth (2000).
In the empirical part of this paper, we follow Gri¢ n and Steel (2006) by only consid-
ering the Gamma marginal distribution for 2(t): 2(t)  Gamma(; ), where  > 0 is
the scale parameter and  is the precision parameter. In particular, E(2(t))   = =
and V ar(2(t))  !2 = v=2. For this distribution
W 1(ai=) = max

0;
1

ln(

ai
)

, (9)
which is zero for ai   (see BS, 2001). Hence, simulation of (7) is almost trivial to
carry out, since the innite sum in (6) can be replaced by a nite one. An important
feature of the representation (6) is that the simulations of faig and frig do not depend
on unknown parameters. Thus estimation of the model based on simulations can be
done by keeping the simulated draws of faig and frig unchanged, as the parameters are
varied during the estimation algorithm. An algorithm for exact simulations from Inverse
Gaussian-OU processes, is given by Zhang and Zhang (2008).
Greater exibility within the framework of OU processes can be achieved without
sacricing analytical tractability by superposition. That is, by replacing 2(t) with a
sum of m independent OU processes:
2(t) =
mX
j=1
2j(t), (10)
where the 2j(t) are independent OU processes, with mean, variance and autocorrelation
function j, !
2
j and rj(s) = exp( jjsj). Let r(s) denote the autocorrelation function of
2(t). Then
E(2(t)) =
mX
j=1
j  , V ar(2(t)) =
mX
j=1
!2j ,
r(s) =
mX
j=1
wje
 j jsj, with wj = !2j=
mX
j=1
!2j . (11)
Let zj(t) denote the Levy-process corresponding to 2j(t) and dene
2jn =
Z n
(n 1)
2j(t)dt: (12)
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Indeed, as shown in our empirical application to exchange rate data, superposition is
essential for obtaining a good t to the data. It is also possible to extend (1) to incorporate
leverage e¤ects, i.e., a negative correlation between returns and changes in actual volatility,
but we do not consider this extension in this paper.
3 Estimation
BS (2001) give an approximate state space representation of the OU model for volatility
discussed above using the rst and second order properties of yn and y2n. In particular,
they show that:
yn = + u1n
y2n = 
22 + 2n + u2n, (13)
where E(ui1jn) = 0 for i = 1; 2. In Section 3.2 we extend the state space representation
proposed by BS (2001) to the case with superposition (10)-(11), with
2n =
mX
j=1
2jn; (14)
cf. (12). The state space form allows us to formulate a Gaussian quasi-likelihood func-
tion, to make inference about realized volatility, 2n, and to estimate the parameters
; ; 1; ::; m; !
2
1; :::; !
2
m. However, because the background driving Levy process is a
jump process, and therefore far from normally distributed, this approach is not e¢ cient.
Moreover, quasi-likelihood estimators are not generally consistent. These concerns have
motivated researchers to investigate other possible estimators. In this paper we shall
explore an approach that uses indirect inference methods and computer simulations.
3.1 Indirect inference
The idea of combining a quasi-likelihood function (or an approximate model) with sim-
ulations from an underlying truemodel is called indirect inference; see Gourieroux et
al. (1993) and Heggland and Frigessi (2004) who apply this method to queue models
with partially observed data. This method seems appropriate in our situation, where
computing the exact likelihood is infeasible because the 2n must be integrated outof
the conditional density of y1; :::; yN given 21; :::; 
2
N to obtain the likelihood function. A
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procedure for Bayesian inference based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods
is outlined by BS (2001): A prior distribution is placed on the parameters, and both the
parameters and the latent volatility process are updated in a Metropolis-Hastings algo-
rithm. Due to possible high correlation between the latent variables and the parameters,
convergence may be very slow, although Gri¢ n and Steel (2006) show that convergence
can be considerably faster for the particular case of the Gamma-OU volatility process.
We shall now discuss our proposed indirect inference method in some more detail. For
concreteness, consider the situation where the marginal distribution of 2(t) is the Gamma
distribution: 2(t)  Gamma(; ). Let 0 denote the vector of the true parameter values
of the underlying data generating model: 0 = (!0; 0; 0; 0) (with !0 =
p
0=0 and 0 =
0=a0 for Gamma-OU processes), while  = (!;; ; ) is the pseudo-true parameters
in the quasi-likelihood, i.e., the probability limit of the quasi-likelihood estimator
b N = argmax
 
N 1L( ; !y N), (15)
where L( ; !y N) is the Gaussian quasi log-likelihood function based on the actual data
 !y N = fyngNn=1. This function can be decomposed sequentially as
N 1L( ; yN) =
1
N
NX
n=1
ln f(ynj !y n 1; ), (16)
where f(ynj !y n 1; ) is the conditional density of yn given !y n 1 under the quasi-likelihood
assumptions. Note that if the quasi-likelihood estimate of, say , is inconsistent, then 
will di¤er from 0, where the di¤erence equals the asymptotic bias of the quasi-likelihood
estimator. Moreover, under the conditions of Gourieroux et al. (1993),
p
N(b N    ) D) N (0; J 1IJ 1); (17)
where
I( ) = lim
N
V ar(N 1=2
@
@ 
L( ; !y N))
J( ) =  p limN 1 @
2
@ @ 0
L( ; !y N))
J = J( ) and I = I( ).
The purpose of simulations in indirect inference is to establish a link function between
 and  , which will enable us to estimate 0 from b N . For a given  = (!; ; ; ) we
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can simulate a sequence of the 2n, denoted f2(s)n gNn=1, and a sequence f"(s)n gNn=1, where
"
(s)
n  IN (0; 1). Then we obtain a simulated sequence  !y (s)N () = fy(s)n gNn=1, given , where
y(s)n = + 
(s)
n "
(s)
n .
In the Gamma-OU-case we can simulate 2n using (6), (7) and (9). We can then write
 !y (s)N = '( !e (s)N ; ); (18)
where '(; ) is a continuous function in  and  !e (s)N = f"(s)n ; a(s)n ; r(s)n gNn=1 is the sth simu-
lated sequence of f"n; an; rngNn=1. To denote  !y (s)N as a function of  for xed  !e (s)N , we use
the notation  !y (s)N ().
We obtain a quasi-likelihood estimator b (s)() for the simulated data as follows:
b (s)N () = argmax
 
L( ; !y (s)N ()): (19)
Since  !y (s)N () is a continuous function of  according to (18), b (s)() is also continuous
in . We will refer to (19) as the inner optimization. Under certain regularity conditions
(see Gourieroux et al., 1993), b (s)N () P ! b(),
the so-called binding function, as the number of observations N tends to innity, where
b() is continuously di¤erentiable and dened through
b() = argmax
 
lim
n
E(ln f(ynj !y n 1; )). (20)
Thus   = b(0). If b() was known, a consistent estimator of  would be bN = b 1(b N).
Kuk (1995) utilizes this relation to obtain nite-sample corrections of estimators which
are known to be consistent.
We follow here the approach of Gourieroux et al. (1993) and obtain b(s)N by minimizing,
with respect to , the distance between b (s)N () and b N (the quasi-likelihood estimate of
 based on the actual data,  !y N) in a weighted mean squared error sense:
b(s)N = argmin

(b N   b (s)N ())0
N(b N   b (s)N ()) (21)
 argmin

b N   b (s)N ()

N
.
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Asymptotically, jjb N   b (s)N (b(s)N )jj P! 0, and if
b N = b (s)N (b(s)N ), (22)
the choice of 
N is immaterial for the distribution of b(s)N . In practice, the solution of (21)
is subject to numerical optimization errors, and an exact solution satisfying (22) is not
feasible. In our application we accept solutions with jjb N   b (s)N ()jj
N < ", for a given
tolerance level ", where

N =
@2
@ @ 0
L( ; !y N). (23)
Note that 
N is a by-product of any quasi-Newton routine for maximizing the quasi-
likelihood function. Intuitively, when estimating , most weight is given to deviations
between components of b N and b (s)N () which are most accurately identied in the quasi-
likelihood estimation of  .
To reduce estimation uncertainty due to simulations, Gourieroux et al. (1993) consider
di¤erent alternatives, including replacing b (s)N () in (21) by the average S 1PSs=1 b (s)N ().
However, due to round-o¤ errors in the Kalman lter, the outer minimization (21) is not
feasible in that case when SN is very large. As our nal indirect inference estimator, we
propose instead the average across S indirect inference estimators:
bSN = 1S
SX
s=1
b(s)N ,
where S is chosen so as to keep the estimation uncertainty due to simulations (i.e., the
Monte Carlo standard error) below a desired tolerance level. The next proposition shows
that bSN has the same asymptotic distribution as the indirect inference estimators consid-
ered by Gourieroux et al. (1993). Moreover, the conditional independence property ofb(s)N given  !y N can be utilized to obtain a simple estimator of the variance of bSN , based
on the sample variance of b(s)N .
Proposition 1 Under the regularity conditions of Gourieroux et al. (1993), given thatb(s)N for s = 1; :::; S satises (22), then as N !1
p
N(bSN   0) D= @b(0)@0
 1
J 1  (24) 
N 1=2
@
@ 
L( ; !y N)  S 1
SX
s=1
N 1=2
@
@ 
L( ;'( !e (s)N ; 0))
!
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with
V ar(bSN) ' N 1(1 + 1S )

@b(0)
@0
 1
J 1IJ 1

@b(0)
@0
 10
' (1 + 1
S
)V ar(b(s)N j !y N): (25)
The proof is given in Appendix A. Note that (25) is very useful as it gives a non-
parametric estimate of V ar(bSN) from the sample variance of b(s)N for s = 1; :::; S (which
are conditionally independent estimators, given  !y N). It also allows us to monitor the
convergence of the indirect inference estimator by recursively calculating bSN for increasing
S.
3.2 The quasi-likelihood function based on a Gaussian state
space model
The indirect inference method outlined above requires a large number of quasi-likelihood
estimates. These estimates must therefore be evaluated rapidly, even for large N . How-
ever, latent variable models are estimated by means of the EM or ECM algorithm, which
are notoriously slow. In a similar way as Raknerud et al. (2010), we combine features of
the EM algorithm with an e¢ cient quasi-Newton algorithm. In the EM algorithm, the
log-likelihood function, L( ) (which in our case will be a quasi log-likelihood function),
is decomposed as:
L( ) =M( j 0) H( j 0), (26)
where M( j 0) is maximized iteratively with respect to  to update  0. Importantly, the
function M( j 0) has the following property:
@L( )
@ 

 = 0
=
@M( j 0)
@ 

 = 0
; (27)
which follows from the fact that  0 is the maximizer of H( j 0), and hence a stationary
point. Hence the derivatives @L( 0)=@ can easily be obtained by analytic di¤erentiation
ofM( j 0). These derivatives can then be used as inputs in a fast quasi-Newton algorithm,
where the log-likelihood can be calculated from the state space form using conventional
methods (see e.g. Harvey, 1989). In our experience, the convergence of the algorithm is
extremely fast compared to the EM algorithm, and ideally suited when estimation must
be repeated many times. Some background for (26) and (27) is given in Dempster et al.
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(1977), with discussions. See also Fahrmeir and Tutz (1994). An explicit derivation of
M( j 0) and @M( j 0)=@ is given in Appendix B for the state space model presented
below.
A linear state space representation Consider the measurement equations (13). We
have
u1n =
Z n
(n 1)
(u)dW (u); (28)
u2n = u
2
1n + 2u1n   2n:
Thus
u1njn  N(0; 2n), (29)
and we can write
u1n = n"n; "n  IN (0; 1)
u2n = 
2
n("
2
n   1) + 2n"n. (30)
Let un = (u1n; u2n)0 and consider the case of superposition (10). Then we have the
following result: V ar(un) = , where
 =

 22
22
Pm
j=1

4!2j
 2
j fe j   1 + jg

+ 222 + 423

: (31)
A detailed derivation is given in Appendix A.
Let blockdiag(A1; :::; Am) denotes the blockdiagonal matrix with ith block equal to
Ai. In Appendix A we derive the following state space representation:
Proposition 2 Assume that 2(t); 2j(t) and 
2
jn are given by (10)-(12). Let en =
[21n   1; 21(n)  1; :::; 2mn   m; 2m(n)  m]0 be the state vector, and let Yn =
[yn; y
2
n]
0 be the observation vector. Then
Yn =  +Gen + unen = z en 1 + en ; n = 1; :::; N; (32)
where E(en) = E(un) = 0, V ar(un) =  is given in (31), V ar(en)  Q = blockdiag(Q1; :::; Qm),
with
Qj = 2!
2
j

 2j
  3
2
  1
2
e 2j + 2e j + j

 1j
 
1  e j   1
2
(1  e( 2j)
 1j
 
1  e j   1
2
(1  e( 2j) 1
2
(1  e( 2j))

;
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z = blockdiag(F1; :::; Fm), with
Fj =
"
0 1 e
 j
j
0 e j
#
;
G =

G1    Gm

, with
Gj =

0 0
1 0

and
 =


22 + 

. (33)
It is clear from the above representation that one cannot identify 1; :::; m separately,
only the sum  =
Pm
j=1 j. Furthermore, we note that
Qj = 2!
2
j

0 0
0 j

+O((j)
2) (34)
and thus becomes singular when (j)2  0. Approximating Qj with the rst term in
(34), is equivalent to the approximation
2jn ' 2j((n  1)). (35)
Therefore, for components 2j(t) with small j, the approximation (35) can be used to
eliminate redundant (i.e., almost linearly dependent) state variables, i.e. we do not need
to include 2jn   j in the state vector.
To calculate the corresponding quasi-likelihood function, let atjs = E(etjY1; :::; Ys) and
Vtjs = V ar(etjY1; :::; Ys), which are easily computed by means of the Kalman lter and
smoother (see Appendix B), under assumption of joint normality of all random variables.
Furthermore, let  denote the vector with the unknown parameters. The (quasi) log-
likelihood function based on the Gaussian state space model then takes the standard
form:
L( ) =  1
2
NX
n=1
ln jDnj+
 
Yn     Ganjn 1
0
Dn
 1  Yn     Ganjn 1 :
See Appendix B for more details and computation of derivatives.
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4 Application to exchange rate data
We use N = 5000 daily returns data from 1.7.1989 until 15.12.2008 for the Euro/NOK
and US Dollar/NOK exchange rates, i.e., the daily changes in the log price of Euro and
Dollar, respectively, measured in Norwegian kroner. Thus  = 1 corresponds to one
day. The return series are depicted in Figure 2. The nancial crisis that broke out in
September 2008 is clearly visible, leading to large spikes in the gure. Kernel smoothed
density estimates of the two returns series are displayed in Figure 3. Descriptive statistics
calculated from these empirical densities are shown in Table 1, including measures of
skewness and kurtosis for daily returns, yn, n = 1; : : : ; 5000; and scaled 5-days returns:p
5 1
P5
i=1 y5(m 1)+i, m = 1; :::; 1000, cf. (5). Table 1 shows that the empirical coe¢ cient
of skewness is zero for all practical purposes, which is common for exchange rate data.
For the daily returns, we nd excess kurtosis (above 3) for both Euro and Dollar, but
less so for Dollar (4.47) than for Euro (6.18). As predicted by (5), both coe¢ cients of
kurtosis are closer to 3 for the 5-days returns than for the daily returns. The raw data
have coe¢ cients of kurtosis that are considerably larger than those reported in Table 1,
but these are extremely vulnerable to outliers and therefore not very informative.
Computational issues The inner optimization of the quasi-likelihood L( ; !y (s)N ())
with respect to  (for given ) is carried out by means of a quasi-Newton algorithm that
incorporates Fletchers line search sub-algorithm (Fletcher, 1987, p. 34). Fast convergence
is facilitated by good starting values. During the outer optimization, small steps are made
in the space. Since  !y (s)N () is continuous in , the subsequent inner maximizers with
respect to  are close to each other. Therefore, the previous inner maximizer is typically
a very good starting value for the next inner optimization problem. We consider the inner
optimization as having converged when the gradient vector has no components exceeding
0:001 in absolute value.
To take restrictions on the parameters into account, these are reparametrized as fol-
lows:
1 =
max
1 + e c1
; j =
j 1
1 + e cj
for j = 2; ::;m,
!j = e
cm+j for j = 1; : : : ;m, and  = ec2m+1, (36)
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where max is a pre-specied upper bound on 1, and c1; : : : ; c2m+1 are unrestricted para-
meters. Note that 1 > 2 > ::: > m.
While the inner maximization (with respect to  ) is relatively straightforward, the
outer maximization (21) (with respect to ) is much more complicated. First, the functionb (s)N () can only be evaluated numerically. Second, even if  !y (s)N () is continuous in , it is
not a continuously di¤erentiable function. The reason is thatW 1(ai=) has kinks at ai =
, see (9), forcing us to use derivative-free methods instead of numerical di¤erentiation.
This also means that the simpler minimum chi-squared estimator proposed, in a similar
context, by Gallant and Long (1997) or the EMM method used by Andersen et al. (1999)
are not applicable in our situation. Instead we apply a (slightly simplied) version of
the conjugate direction method due to Brent (1973, Ch. 7), in combination with the
derivative-free line search algorithm from the Numerical Recipes library (Press et al.,
1994, p. 419). Using the convergence criterionb N   b (s)N ()

N
< 0:1, (37)
where 
N is given by (23). When m = 1, to full (37) requires about 150 inner op-
timizations, each of which requires  on average  12 inner function evaluations (i.e.,
evaluations of L( ) and its derivatives). The corresponding numbers when m = 2 are
535 and 13, respectively. Implementing our algorithm in C++, running a HP xw6600
workstation with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5420 2.50GHz processor, each evaluation of L( )
(including its gradient) takes about 0.05 seconds when m = 1 and 0.06 seconds when
m = 2. Thus evaluation of the outer function jjb N   b (s)N ()jj
N takes typically less time
than one second.
Sometimes our outer optimization algorithm converges to a point where (37) is not
fullled. This is unusual form = 1, but whenm = 2, !1 or !2 may converge towards zero,
implying that there is only one volatility component. This indicates that either b (s)N ()
does not span b N , or that the numerical optimization fails. Numerical optimization
methods may, of course, be sensitive to starting values and there is no guarantee of
convergence towards a global optimum. The imposition of the rather strong criterion (37)
is a way of ensuring that an optimal point is, indeed, found. Thus, simulations where
(37) are not met are disregarded when forming our nal indirect inference estimator SN =
S 1
P

(s)
N . The e¤ect of this selection on the nite sample properties of the estimator is
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unclear and must be addressed by simulation studies. In our application we use S = 100,
which means that the standard error due to the simulations (nite S) contributes to less
than 1/10 of the total standard error of SN , cf. (25).
Estimation results Results from quasi-likelihood estimation of the model without su-
perposition, m = 1, and with superposition of m = 2 volatility processes are shown in
Table 3. When estimating models with m = 3, we obtain indistinguishable estimates of
1 and 2. Thus m = 2 seems to be adequate. Gri¢ n and Steel (2006) came to the same
conclusion using daily U.S. stock returns data.
For both exchange rates, the smallest  (2) is estimated to around 0:015 and the
largest  to around 0:45. Figure 4 depicts the empirical versus estimated (model-based)
autocorrelation functions (ACFs) of squared returns, y2n, and actual (integrated) volatility,
2n. The gure shows a good agreement between the data and the model. In the beginning,
the estimated ACF tail o¤ quickly (the e¤ect of 1) and then very slowly after 510 days
(due to 2). The model without superposition is not able to pick up the slowly decaying
empirical autocorrelation pattern for lags exceeding 5-10 days. We also see from the
estimates of !21 and !
2
2 in Table 2, that the ACF for Dollar has relatively more weight on
the lowest  compared to Euro, leading to a more slowly decaying pattern.
We note that the estimated average spot volatility E(2(t)) =  is much higher for
Dollar/NOK (0.44) than for Euro/NOK (0.12). The spot volatility of the dollar/NOK
rate also uctuates much more over time: V ar(2(t)) = !21 + !
2
2 is estimated to 0.34
for Dollar/NOK, but only 0.12 for Euro/NOK. That the Dollar-volatility is much larger
than the Euro-volatility is also evident from Figure 5, which shows the predicted values of
actual volatility, 2n, obtained from the Kalman smoother. We see that the actual Dollar-
volatility is almost uniformly higher than the Euro-volatility over the sample period.
The indirect inference estimators obtained by averaging b(s)N for s = 1; :::; S; and with
S = 100 simulated sequences fyngNn=1, are shown in Table 3. We rst note that all the
parameter estimates are almost identical to the quasi-likelihood estimates reported in
Table 2. When considering that the Monte Carlo standard error is 1=10 of the standard
errors reported in the parentheses of Table 3, we conclude that the quasi-likelihood and
indirect inference estimates are not signicantly di¤erent. On the other hand, the standard
errors and condence intervals generated by the two methods di¤er substantially with
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respect to several of the parameters. Condence intervals are obtained by transforming
symmetric intervals for the cj-parameters in (36) back to the original parameters. Most
notably, the sandwichmatrix estimator J 1IJ 1 in (17), gives larger standard errors
and wider condence intervals for 1 and 2 than do the non-parametric standard errors
and corresponding condence intervals calculated from the sample variance of b(s)N ; see
(25). The results with regard to the estimation uncertainty of !21 and !
2
2 go in the
opposite direction, with much narrower condence intervals emerging from the quasi-
likelihood-based method.
To evaluate the properties of the two methods more systematically, we have carried
out two small simulation studies, reported in tables 4 and 5. In Table 4, we simulate data
from a model with m = 1 and  = 0:1, using S = 10 replications to obtain bSN . In Table
5, we simulate from a model with  = 0:5. All other parameters are equal in the two
simulation studies. The results conrm that the two methods give almost identical point
estimates and both have almost the same level of precision (with S = 10). The studies
also show that both methods give, for all practical purposes, unbiased estimators. On
the other hand, there appears to be a systematic di¤erence with respect to assessment of
estimation uncertainty, conrming the di¤erences noted above. First, concentrating on the
95 percent condence intervals, we see that the actual coverage of the indirect inference-
based intervals are close to 95 percent; varying between 91 and 95 percent across the
di¤erent parameters and simulations. On the other hand, the quasi-likelihood method
gives condence intervals for  with a coverage of 96-99 percent, whereas the coverage for
!2 is much too small: only 70 percent in both tables. These di¤erences with respect to 
and !2 are signicant, and they conrm that the quasi-likelihood based standard errors
are upward biased with regard to , but downward biased with regard to !2.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have developed a new method for indirect inference for a class of sto-
chastic volatility models for nancial data based on non-Gaussian Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
(OU) processes that were originally proposed in the context of nancial econometrics by
Barndor¤-Nielsen and Shephard (2001). The volatility in this class of models is driven
by Levy jump processes. Many analytical results about the distribution and dependence
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structure of integrated volatility are available, leading to exact discrete time transition
equations that can be formulated on a state space form, with white noise error terms.
By assuming that these error terms have a multivariate normal distribution (which is
contrary to the model assumptions), we obtain an approximative Gaussian state space
representation of the OU-based model, which can be estimated on data by means of
the Kalman lter and smoother. The resulting estimator is a quasi-likelihood estima-
tor. By combining quasi-likelihood estimation with simulations from the data generating
OU-model for given parameter values, we successfully implement a procedure for indirect
inference. The indirect inference estimator is the parameter value in the OU-model which
gives the best match between the quasi-likelihood estimator for the actual data and
the quasi-likelihood estimator for the simulated data. Accompanying software written in
C++ code is documented and can be downloaded.
In an application using 5000 daily exchange rate observations from 1.7.1989 until
15.12.2008 for the Euro/NOK and US Dollar/NOK exchange rates, we demonstrated
that our estimation algorithm is feasible with large data sets and have good convergence
properties. The indirect inference and quasi-likelihood estimator gave almost identical
point estimates, but the two methods led to signicantly di¤erent answers when it came
to assessing estimation uncertainty (standard errors and condence intervals). In a sim-
ulation study, we found that the actual coverage of 95 percent condence intervals were
close to 95 percent using indirect inference, but could be as low as 70 percent when the
intervals were based on the classical formula for estimating standard errors in misspecied
models (i.e., the sandwichmatrix estimator). There are several related topics that we
will address in future research, e.g., allowing leverage e¤ects in the model, in the sense
that positive shocks to volatility is associated with lower expected returns, as well as
multivariate extension.
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Appendix A: Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1 Averaging over s = 1; : : : ; S, (24) follows directly from the
expansion of b (s)N (0) in Gourieroux et al. (1993) (who use the notation hT (0)) and the
relation (22). From (24),
V ar(bSN jyN) ' 1S

@b(0)
@
 1
J 1V ar(N 1=2
@
@ 
L( ;'( !e (s)N ; 0)))J 1

@b(0)
@
 10
=
1
S
V ar(b(s)N jyN),
where ' means asymptotically equivalent. Since N 1=2 @
@ 
L( ;'( !e (s)N ; 0)) (for s =
1; :::; S) and N 1=2 @
@ 
L( ; yN) are independent and have the same distribution (the latter
is a "simulation of the nature"), we obtain
V ar(bSN jyN) ' (1 + 1S )V ar(b(s)N jyN):
Q.E.D.
Proof of (31) From (30) and the rule of double expectation
V ar(u1n) = E(
2
n) = 
V ar(u2n) = 2E(
4
n) + 4
22E(2n)
= 2fV ar(2n) + E(2n)2g+ 423
=
mX
j=1

4!2j
 2
j fe j   1 + jg

+ 222 + 423
E(u1nu2n) = 2E(
2
n) = 2
2;
where we have used that
E(4n) = V ar(
2
n) + 
22;
with
V ar(2n) =
mX
j=1
V ar(2jn) =
mX
j=1

4!2j
 2
j fe j   1 + jg

for independent OU processes 2j(t). Q.E.D.
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Proof of Proposition 2 First, let us examine the case without superposition. Then,
from (2)-(3),
2n = 
 1 z(n)  z((n  1))  2(n) + 2((n  1))) : (38)
Using (7) and (38), we obtain
2n + 
2(n)
2(n)

=

1
e 

2((n  1)) +

1n
2n

: (39)
Setting n = (1n; 2n)
0, we have
E(n) = 


1  e 

V ar(n) = 2!
2

 1  e 
1  e  1
2
(1  e 2)

; (40)
see BS (2001). Setting n = [2n; 
2(n)]
0, we obtain from (39)
n =

0 1  e 
0 e 

n 1 +

1n   2n
2n

;
where
E

1n   2n
2n

= 

  1 + e 
1  e 

:
It is convenient to redene the state vector so that it becomes mean zero. We nd E(n)
by solving:
E(n) =

0 1  e 
0 e 

E(n) + 

  1 + e 
1  e 

:
Hence
E(n) = 


1

:
Dene en =   1 00 1

n   


1

:
Then en = [2n   ; 2(n)  ]0, as in Proposition 2 (in the special case without super-
position), and, from (13),
yn
y2n

=


22

+

0 0
 1 0

n +

u1n
u2n

=


22

+

0 0
1 0

 1 0
0 1

n +

u1n
u2n

=


22 + 

+

0 0
1 0
 en +  u1nu2n

: (41)
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Moreover,
en =   1 00 1

0 1  e 
0 e 

 0
0 1
 en 1 + en
=

0 1 e
 

0 e 
 en 1 + en; (42)
where en =   1 (1n   2n)  (  1 + e )2n   (1  e )

:
Thus
E(en) = 0
and
V ar(en) =   1 00 1

1  1
0 1

V ar(n)

1 0
 1 1

 1 0
0 1

= Q: (43)
In the general case with superposition, the expression for Qj follows directly if we replace
Q by Qj,  by j and ! by !j in (40) and (43). The expression for Fj follows from (42),
replacing en by ejn = 2jn; 2j(n)0 and  by j. Since the 2j(t) are independent,
Q and z become blockdiagonal matrices. The remaining part of the proposition follows
directly, since by (13) and (14),

yn
y2n

=


22

+
mX
j=1

0 0
1 0
ejn + j  1

+

u1n
u2n

=  +Gen + un.
(recall that  =
Pm
j=1 j). Q.E.D.
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The Kalman lter and smoother: atjs and Vtjs We assume e1 = 0, since we may
ignore the initial value problem because N is large. Then
Kalman ltering:
a0j0 = 0; V0j0 = 0
For n = 1; :::; N :
anjn 1 = zan 1jn 1
Vnjn 1 = zVn 1jn 1z0 +Q
Dn = GVnjn 1G0 + 
Kn = Vnjn 1G0D 1n
anjn = anjn 1 +Kn
 
Yn     Ganjn 1

Vnjn = Vnjn 1  KnGVnjn 1.
The required conditional expectations anjN and variances VnjN are obtained in subsequent
backward smoothing recursions (see Fahrmeir and Tutz, 1994, p. 265):
Kalman smoothing:
For n = N; :::; 2:
an 1jN = an 1jn 1 +Bn(anjN   anjn 1)
Vn 1jN = Vn 1jn 1 +Bn(VnjN   Vnjn 1)B0n,
where
Bn = Vn 1jn 1z0V  1njn 1. (44)
Expressions for M( j 0) and @M( j 0)=@ First
M( j 0) = E ln f(Y; ; )jY ; 0	 , (45)
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Appendix B: Derivation of M( j 0) and its derivatives
We derive these expression for the state space model with superposition (32)-(33).
where
M (1)(;  ; Gj 0) =  N
2
ln jj
  1
2
NX
n=1

tr

 1(Yn     GanjN)(Yn     GanjN)0
	
+ tr

 1GVnjNG0
	
(47)
and
M (2)(z; Qj 0) =
mX
i=1

 N
2
ln jQij
 1
2
NX
n=1
h
tr
n
Q 1i (a
(i)
njN   Fia(i)njN)(a(i)njN   Fia(i)njN)0
oi
.
+tr
n
Q 1i

V
(i;i)
njN   (V 0njNB0n)(i;i)F 0i   Fi
 
BnVnjN
(i;i)
+ FiV
(i;i)
njN F
0
i
o
(48)
where for a general 2m dimensional vector a, a(i)(i = 1; 2; : : : ;m) is a 2-dimensional vector
dened by the partition
a =
24 a(1)
a(m)
35 ,
and for a general 2m 2m matrix A, A(i;j)(i; j = 1; 2; : : : ;m) is a 2 2 matrix dened by
the partition
A =
2664
A(1;1) A(1;2) ::: A(1;m)
A(2;1) A(2;2) ::: A(2;m)
A(m;1) A(m;2) A(m;m)
3775 ,
Bn is dened in (44), and we have utilized that
E(n
0
n 1jY ; ) = anjNan 1jN 0 + V 0njNB0n:
The partial derivatives are then given by:
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where f(Y; ; ) is generic notation for the joint normal density function of (Y; ) given
the parameter vector  , where Y = fYngNn=1 is the observed Yn-vectors,  = fengNn=1
are the latent variables and E
jY ; 0	 denotes the condition expectation given Y and
evaluated at  =  0. We then need to evaluate
M( j 0) =M (1)(;  ; Gj 0) +M (2)(z; Qj 0), (46)
@M (1)(;  ; Gj 0)
@G
=
NX
n=1
 1
  
Yn     GanjN

a0njN  GVnjN

@M (1)(;  ; Gj 0)
@
=
NX
n=1
 1
 
Yn     GanjN

@M (1)(;  ; Gj 0)
@vec()
=  N
2
vec( 1) +
1
2
( 1 
  1)
NX
n=1
vec
h 
Yn     GanjN
  
Yn     GanjN
0
+GVnjNG0

M (2)(z; Qj 0)
@vec(Qi)
=  N
2
vec(Q 1i ) +
1
2
(Q 1i 
Q 1i )
NX
n=1
vec
h
(a
(i)
njN   Fia(i)n 1jN)(a(i)njN   Fia(i)n 1jN)0
+V
(i;i)
njN   Fi(BnVnjN)(i;i)   (V 0njNB0n)(i;i)Fi 0 + Fi(Vn 1jN)(i;i)Fi 0
i
@M (2)(z; Qj 0)
@Fi
= Q 1i
" 
NX
n=1
a
(i)
njNa
(i)
n 1jN
0 + (V 0njNB
0
n)
(i;i)
!
  
 
NX
n=1
a
(i)
n 1jNa
(i)
n 1jN
0 + V (i;i)n 1jN
!#
:
(49)
Finally, (;  ; G;z; Q) are functions of the free parameters  , and the partial derivatives
with respect to / are trivially obtained by using the chain rule on (49) .
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Figures and tables
Table 1: Descriptive statistics based on kernel-smoothed density estimates.
5000 daily and 1000 (scaled) 5-day returns
Euro/NOK Dollar/NOK
 = 1  = 5  = 1  = 5
Mean 0:001 0:006 0:0002  0:0005
Variance 0:10 0:11 0:46 0:48
Skewness 0:17 0:29 0:15 0:07
Kurtosis 6:18 4:52 4:47 3:33
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Figure 1: Two simulated volatility series 2n
35
Figure 2: Returns: 1.7.1989 until 15.12.2008
Figure 3: Kernel density estimates of returns. Euro in (a) and (b), Dollar in (c) and (d)
36
Figure 4: Autocorrelation functions
Figure 5: Actual volatility estimates
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